
Risk Prevention Services

Your challenge

New cyber threats emerge by the hour. With a limited


budget and thousands of potential solutions, your 

organization needs to prioritize the actions that will 

truly reduce risk.

How we help

As a Corvus policyholder you can access Risk 

Prevention Services to help prevent cyberattacks at 

your organization. Your team will receive threat alerts 

with remediation directions whenever there’s an 

imminent risk to your business, and Corvus experts 

are available throughout the policy term to answer 

questions and provide guidance.

Why it works

As an insurer Corvus has the unique ability to observe 

security practices and outcomes across thousands of 

organizations, meaning our cyber risk advice is backed 

up by empirical data.


We also emphasize partnership over box-checking. 

We’re here to help you in whatever way is most 

effective to reduce the risk of a cyberattack, whether 

that means general consultation, advice on selecting 

vendors, or support on vulnerability remediation.
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Helping policyholders reduce the risk of a cyberattack through 

threat alerts and partnership with in-house cyber experts — 

all at no additional cost beyond the policy premium.
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Connect with Corvus Experts

Benefits by numbers

20%
Lower

Frequency and cost


of cyber breaches

$86k
Estimated value in 

servicesavailable at no 

additional cost

Days

15.5 Average head start before

alerted vulnerabilities are


exploited by threat actors

3x
Faster patching, with cyber

alerts sent the same day 

as discovery

“We have significantly reduced


our vulnerability footprint 

sincewe engaged with Corvus. 

Corvus’sRisk Dashboard 

provides a greatsnapshot of 

insightful information for

securing our network.”

Director of IT

mid-sized healthcare  
servicescompany 
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Threat alerting and guidance in action*

Within minutes, a member 

of our team issued an email 

alert and followed up with 

phone calls to the broker 

and policyholder

Our team worked with the 

organization to confirm the 

compromise had not spread, 

and helped their team set up 

MFA on VPN accounts

Routine monitoring revealed 

evidence of a VPN compromise 

at a policyholder organization

Major ransomware 

claim at an estimated 

cost of $250,000+ 

was averted

$250kThe VPN was quickly taken offline 

to limit any further exploit

*Nothing stated herein affects the terms, conditions and coverages of any insurance policy or bond issued by Travelers, nor does it imply that coverage does or does not exist for any 

particular claim or type of claim under any such policy or bond.

Risk prevention services from Corvus
Worth an estimated $86,000 in value per year

Onboarding call 


Corvus Scan findings consult


Cybersecurity consult


Renewal Prep call


Post-claims consult


Incident Response consult


Incident Response planning call*


Tabletop planning and exercises* 


In-house claims handling


Risk Insights from the Corvus team


Regular webinars

Risk Advisory

*Available to policyholders with more than $100 million 

in gross annual revenue.

Continuous monitoring for new vulnerabilities 


Dark web monitoring to look for leaked data


Alerts tailored to the organization’s IT infrastructure

Threat Alerts

Plus: Self-service Risk Dashboard

Non-invasive scan findings


Risk quantification (score) 


Cyber Risk Assessment


Action Center with recommendations


Vendor Marketplace with vetted providers 

and discounted rates


Policyholder's claim information and updates

Get rewarded for staying on top of your security with our retention reduction Endorsement. Primary 

policyholders can complete the security questionnaire in their Risk Dashboard to receive up to a 25% 

reduction on their policy retention.

Reduce policy retention by up to 25%

https://www.corvusinsurance.com
https://www.moxfive.com/partners/moxfive-corvus

